
Folding Pet Dog Car Boot Access Steps Ladder Stairs Strong Lightweight

RRP: $159.95

If your dog struggles to get into your car, don't leave him or her behind

when you travel. Senior dogs, as well as tiny breeds, especially have

difficulty jumping up into your vehicle. Make it easier for your pups with

this set of folding steps from Randy & Travis Machinery. No more strain

on your back or your dogs' joints. Just an easy climb up the stairs into

your car. Folded, they're compact and easy to store at home, in the

garage, or stowed away in the boot of your car. They even come with a

handle, making them easy to carry along when travelling.

Since cars and other vehicles don't come in standard heights, you can

adjust these steps for vehicles of any height. Designed for safety, these

steps come with a safety tether that attaches to your boot latch with a

carabiner clip. That's not all. The supporting structure for these steps has

anti-skid rubber feet, and each step features anti-slip. These steps don't

just protect your pets, though. These steps work well with dogs of a broad

range of sizes, from toy breeds to extra-large dogs up to 100 pounds.

Before your next trip, do your dog a favour and order these steps today!

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Material: Metal, rubber feet, and anti-skid embossing
Colour: Black
Width: 44cm
Dimensions (high angle): 101 x 76cm (L x H), with an 22.5cm step
rise
Fits dogs of all sizes
Folds up into a compact form for easy storage
Handle for carrying
Use indoors or outdoors
Extra wide to accommodate larger dogs
Easy to clean and maintain – just wipe, fold, and store
Anti-slip steps
Anti-skid rubber feet
Safety tether secures the steps in place
Fold and store in mere seconds
Strong yet light in weight
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